
Electromagnetic bolts 



What makes a strong 
electromagnet?

Is it better to use more or fewer coils? 
What is the best size bolt to use?



Abstract
      An electromagnet is copper wire coiled around a bolt 
with current flowing through to make the electromagnet 
magnetic. I tested different size bolts and different amount 
of coils by hooking up a battery and seeing how many paper 
clips the electromagnet would pick up. The bigger bolt with 
the most coils picked up the most paper clips. I found out 
that a long bolt with the most coils made the strongest 
electromagnet.



The Experiment



Materials

   

● Copper wire

● Alligator clips

● Battery 

● Bolts

● Paper clips

● That’s it 



Procedure
1. Coil the copper wire around the bolt.

2. Hook the battery up to the copper 
wire with alligator clips.

3. Put the bolt on top of the a pile of 
paper clips and lift the bolt up slowly.

4. Count how many paper clips stick to 
the bolt.

5. Repeat steps 3-4 five times.

6. Use different size bolts and/or 
different amount of coils.



Hypothesis



I think the shorter 
bolt with fewer 
coils will make 

the best 
electromagnet.



I think the shorter bolt with less coils 
will be better because…

more power spread over a smaller space 
would be better than the same power with a 

giant space.

Hypothesis support



Data



Observations
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I notice that the more coils of 
copper wire will pick up more 
paper clips than less coils. I 
also notice that the long bolt 

picks up more paper clips than 
the short bolt.

Observations



Conclusion



Conclusion
I learned that more coils around a long bolt makes the best 

electromagnet. My hypothesis was incorrect and was opposite of 
what made the best electromagnet. The hardest part was getting 
a battery with enough current. I had to hook up more batteries in 
parallel to have enough current for the magnet to work. If I did it 
again I would use a 6 volt lantern battery (not a 9 volt) because 
it puts out a lot of current.


